Mrs. F. D. Roosevelt

Dear madam,

Just wish to let you know I made a chicken mat in 19-39-40 with the picture of Frank D. Roosevelt. I would like you to have one of the same as a keepsake or used in any way to raise money for to help the blind or disabled people. I have made several and I like to talk chicken. If you have a camel or goat they have the square once made and every other side is used in. You can play games or hang it up. Two players on each side having a game at once. I made a yellow one on other square different color.
I just set down hand wrote them both a
main letter and told them I was at one
floor a bad player and sent one a
picture of Stalin and the other a picture
of Churchill I got word from the daughter letting
me know what both her father and uncle was
to get a letter and picture 10-10 of a checker mat from
a man in Toronto they didn't know that is
the high price I am getting for my lines pictures it is a great pleasure to know you have a hobby
to give away that gives you a thrill in my
own you and me it gives me great pleasure to
be able to write you today as I was not able
to do yesterday I will wait for a reply to
this letter before I send the picture do I want
to make them at the right address
I also make checkers, two colors also different shapes. Checkers should be black and white to play, for ring. I tied two checkers together to be held out; you will see when you get the mat, one man checkers are ring shape and other round and flat; the checkers shown on the mat are round on the squares the black don't play on. I spent a good many hours making the checker board or mat out. I know it's other way, only I use a square checker for one player and a round one for the other; things are done as big as them to make them play. I spent much pictures and now I am getting up in places I had to keep off my work last Monday or more in today say it will be a two days yet before I am able to get back.
Please blame me for not taking the rent. I
shield at my age, if not minus, I have so
much to do (and much a little while he did I
would your poor husband to have one of
the mats before me washed but I kept-stretching it
day and night until I fastened it
still you. I told you I did find
bad as I made a mat for Churchill and
Stalin. But I never cut-quarter the time on
these. I did on our Roosevelt; and I just thought
after the Dr. left the day I had better get on with
my work while I can. Anyway, I may not
get. But the pictures must get. I wish he read,
I just got word from Turpin 94 years of age from
a cut in the paper, where they were playing together
and laughing and having a good time.
My wife says I should not wish you to keep a record of what I have done or what I should not have done. My reason for doing so is I explained before the reason company has 136 photographs of your husband in that room. I will mail them, and when you come to see them, you will be glad to have them. From your, yours truly.

A. J. Edwards
130 Edwin Ave.
Frank, Oct.